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ABSTRACT

We propose the “Kiki-Bouba Challenge” (KBC) for the re-
search and development of content-based music informa-
tion retrieval (MIR) systems. This challenge is unencum-
bered by several problems typically encountered in MIR
research: insufficient data, restrictive copyrights, imper-
fect ground truth, a lack of specific criteria for classes (e.g.,
genre), a lack of explicit problem definition, and irrepro-
ducibility. KBC provides a limitless amount of free data, a
perfect ground truth, and well-specifiable and meaningful
characteristics defining each class. These ideal conditions
are made possible by open source algorithmic composition
— a hitherto under-exploited resource for MIR.

1. INTRODUCTION

Before attempting to solve a complex problem, one should
approach it by first demonstrably solving simpler, well-
defined, and more restricted forms, and only then increase
the complexity. However, there are key problems of re-
search in content-based music information retrieval (MIR)
[8] where this has yet to be done. For example, much of
the enormous amount of research that attempts to address
the problem of music genre recognition (MGR) [26] has
started with genre in the “real world” [30]. The same is
seen for research in music mood recognition [28, 29, 37],
and music autotagging [6]. On top of this, the problem of
describing music using genre, mood, or tags in general, has
rarely, if ever, been explicitly defined [32].

In lieu of an explicit definition of the problem, the most
common approach in much of this research is to implic-
itly define it via datasets of real music paired with “ground
truth.” The problem then becomes reproducing as much
of the “ground truth” as possible by pairing feature ex-
traction and machine learning algorithms, and comparing
the resulting numbers to those of other systems (includ-
ing humans). Thousands of numerical results and pub-
lications have so far been produced, but it now appears
as if most of it has tenuous relevance for content-based
MIR [3, 27, 30, 31, 34]. The crux of the argument is that
the lack of scientific validity in evaluation in much of this
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work [3, 27, 30] has led to the development of many MIR
systems that appear as if they are “listening” to the music
when they are actually just exploiting confounded charac-
teristics in a test dataset [31]. Thus, in order to develop
MIR systems that address the goal of “making music, or
information about music, easier to find” [8] in the real-
world, there is a need to first demonstrably solve simple,
well-defined and restricted problems.

Toward this end, this paper presents the “Kiki-Bouba
Challenge” (KBC), which is essentially a simplification
of the problem of MGR. On a higher level, we propose
KBC to refocus the goals in content-based MIR. We de-
vise KBC such that solving it is unencumbered by six sig-
nificant problems facing content-based MIR research and
development: 1) the lack of formal definition of retriev-
ing information in recorded music; 2) the large amount
of data necessary to ensure representativeness and gen-
eralization for machine learning; 3) the problem of ob-
taining “ground truth”; 4) the stifling affect of intellectual
property (e.g., music copyright) on collecting and sharing
recorded music; 5) the lack of validity of standard evalua-
tion approaches of systems; and 6) a lack of reproducible
research. KBC employs algorithmic composition to gener-
ate a limitless amount of music from two categories, named
Kiki and Bouba. Music from each category are thereby
free from copyright, are based in well-defined programs,
and have a perfect ground truth. Solving KBC represents a
veritable contribution of content-based MIR research and
development, and promises avenues for solving parallel
problems in less restricted and real-world domains.

Instead of being merely the reproduction of a “ground
truth” of some dataset, the MIR “flagship application” of
MGR [4] — and that which KBC simplifies — has as its
principal goals the imitation of the human ability to or-
ganize, recognize, distinguish between, and imitate gen-
res used by music [28]. To “imitate the human ability” is
not necessarily to replicate the physiological processes hu-
mans use to hear, process and describe a piece of music, but
merely to describe as humans do a piece of music accord-
ing to its content, e.g., using such musically meaningful at-
tributes as rhythm, instrumentation, harmonic progression,
or formal structure. Solving the problem of MGR means
creating an artificial system that can work with music like
humans, but unencumbered by human limitations.

The concept of genre [12,13,16] is notoriously difficult
to define such that it can be addressed by algorithms [23].
Researchers building MGR systems have by and large posed
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the problem, implicitly or explicitly, from an Aristotelean
viewpoint, i.e., “genre” is a categorization of music just as
“species” is a categorization of living things, e.g., [5,33]. 1

The problem then is to automatically learn the characteris-
tics that place a piece of music on one branch of a taxon-
omy, distinguish it from a piece of music on a different
branch, and avoid contradiction in the process [7]. Re-
searchers have combined signal processing and machine
learning with datasets of real music recordings in hopes
that the resulting system can discover Aristotelean criteria
by which music can be categorized according to genre. The
majority of the resulting work, however, documents how
much “ground truth” an algorithm replicates in benchmark
datasets [26], but rarely illuminates the criteria a system
has learned and is using to categorize music [27]. The for-
mer quantity is meaningless when the latter is senseless.

In the next section, we discuss the use of algorithmic
music composition for data generation. Then we present
KBC in its most general form. We follow this with a con-
crete and specific realisation of KBC, available at the rele-
vant webpage: http://composerprogrammer.com/
kikibouba.html. We present an unacceptable solution
to KBC, and discuss aspects of an acceptable solution. We
conclude this paper with a discussion of KBC, and how it
relates to content-based MIR in the “real world.”

2. ALGORITHMIC MUSIC COMPOSITION FOR
GENERATING DATA

Algorithmic composition [1,9,19,21,22,25,36] has a long
history back to mainframe computer experiments in the
mid 1950s, predating by a decade MIR’s first explicit pa-
per [17]. Ames and Domino [2] differentiate empirical
style modeling (of historic musical styles) and active style
synthesis (of novel musical style). In the practical work
of this article we concentrate more on the latter, but there
is a rich set of techniques for basing generation of music
on models trained on existing musical data. Many musi-
cal models deployed to capture regularities in data sets are
generative, in that a model trained from a corpus can gen-
eralise to production of new examples in that style [11].

Though anticipated by some authors, it is surprising
how few studies in computer music have utilised algorith-
mic composition to create the ground truth. Although [24]
present a four category taxonomy of algorithmic compo-
sition, they do not explicitly discuss the option of using
algorithmic composition to produce data sets. The closest
category is where “theories of a musical style are imple-
mented as computer programs” [24], essentially empirical
style modeling as above.

Sample CD data, especially meta-data on splices, have
also rarely been used. But the advantage of algorithmic
composition techniques are the sheer volume of data which
can potentially be generated, and appropriately handled
should be free of the copyright issues that plague databases
of music recordings and hinder research access.

We believe that algorithmic generation of datasets within

1 This of course belies the profound issues that biologists face in rec-
ognizing “speciation” events [10].

a framework of open source software has the following po-
tential benefits to MIR and computer music analysis:

• Limitless data set generation, with perfect ground truth
(the originating program is fully accessible, and can
be devised to log all necessary elements of the ground
truth during generation. Random seeds can be used to
recover program runs exactly as necessary)

• A fully controlled musical working space, where all as-
sumptions and representational decisions are clear

• Copyright free as long as license free samples or pure
synthesis methods are utilised, under appropriate soft-
ware licensing

• Established data sets can be distributed free of the origi-
nating software once accepted by the community, though
their origins remain open to investigation by any inter-
ested researcher

The greatest issue with dependence on algorithmic gen-
eration of music is the ecological validity of the music be-
ing generated. A skeptic may question the provenance of
the music, especially with respect to the established cul-
tural and economically proven quality of existing human
driven recorded music production. Nonetheless, humans
are intimately involved in devising algorithmic composi-
tion programs. We believe that there is place for expert
judgement here, where experts in algorithmic composition
can become involved in the process of MIR evaluation.
The present paper serves as one humble example; but ul-
timately, a saving grace of any such position is that the
generation code is fully available, and thus accessible to
reproduction and evaluation by others.

3. THE KIKI-BOUBA CHALLENGE

We now present KBC in its most general form: develop a
system that can organize, recognize, distinguish between,
and imitate Aristotelean categories of “music.” We de-
fine these in the subsections below, after we specify the
domain.

3.1 Domain

The music universe of KBC is populated by “music” be-
longing to either one of two categories, Kiki and Bouba. 2

In KBC, music from either category is algorithmically com-
posed such that there is available a limitless number of
recordings of music from both categories, and which are
entirely unencumbered by copyrights. A music recording
from this universe therefore embeds music from Kiki and
not from Bouba, or vice versa, for several reasons that are
neither ambiguous nor disputable, and which can be com-
pletely garnered from the music recording. The ground
truth of a dataset of recordings of music from the music
universe then is absolute. Note that a music recording need
not be an audio recording, but can be a notated score, or
other kind of representation. Now, given that this is ideal

2 Shapes named “Kiki” and “Bouba” (the two are spiky and rounded,
respectively) were originally introduced in gestalt psychology to inves-
tigate cross-cultural associations of visual form and language [18, 20].
Our example realization of KBC involves two distinctive artificial musi-
cal “genres” meant to illustrate in sonic terms a similar opposition.
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Attribute Kiki Bouba
Form Alternating accelerando rises and crazy section (“freak

out”)
Steady chorale

Rhythm Accelerando and complex “free” rhythm, fast Limited set of rhythmic durations, slow
Pitch Modulo octave tuning system Recursive subdivision tuning system
Dynamics Fade ins and outs during accelerando and close of

“freak out” sections
Single dynamic

Voicing All voices in most of the time Arch form envelope of voice density, starting and ending with
single voice

Timbre Percussive sounds alongside fast attack and decay
bright pitched sounds. Second rise has an additional
siren sound.

Slow attack and decay sounds with initial portamento and vi-
brato, with an accompanying dull thud

Harmony Accidental coincidences only, no overall precepts System of tonality, with a harmonic sequence built from rela-
tively few possible chords

Texture More homophonic in accelerando, heterogenous with
independent voices in “freak out” sections

Homophonic, homogenous

Expression Ensemble timing loose on accelerando, independent
during “freak out” sections

Details of vibrato, portamento and “nervousness” (chance of
sounding on a given chord) differ for each voice in the texture

Space Little or no reverb Very reverberant

Table 1. Musical attributes of our realization of Kiki and Bouba.

for toolboxes of algorithms in an Aristotelean world, we
pose the following tasks.

3.2 The discrimination task (unsupervised learning)

Given an unlabelled collection of music recordings from
the music universe, build a system that determines there
exist two categories in this music universe, and high-level
(content) criteria that discriminate them. In machine learn-
ing, this can be seen as unsupervised learning, but ensuring
discrimination is caused by content and not criteria that are
irrelevant to the task.

3.3 The identification task (supervised learning)

Given a labelled collection of music recordings from the
music universe, build a system that can learn to identify,
using high-level (content) criteria, recordings of music (ei-
ther from this music universe or from others) as being from
Kiki, Bouba, or from neither. In machine learning, this can
be seen as supervised learning, but ensuring identification
is caused by content and not criteria that are irrelevant to
the task.

3.4 The recognition task (retrieval)

Given a labelled collection of music recordings from this
music universe, build a system that can recognize content
in real world music recordings as being similar to contents
in music from Kiki, Bouba, both, or neither. In information
retrieval, this can be seen as relevance ranking.

3.5 The composition task (generation)

Given a labelled collection of music recordings from this
music universe, build a system that composes music hav-
ing content similar to music from Kiki, and/or music from
Bouba. The rules that the system uses to create the mu-
sic must themselves be meaningful. For example, a mu-
sic analyst would find the program that generates the mu-
sic to provide a high-level breakdown of the characteristics
of a category. In one sense, this challenge is a necessary
precursor to those above, in that a human composer must
design the ground truth of the music universe. The pro-
duction of a dataset of music recordings with algorithmic

composition necessitates creation in real musical terms.
The machine challenge here is to backwards engineer, or
to learn in short, the compositional ability to work in the
pre-established music universe. However, backwards en-
gineering the compositional mechanisms of such a system,
as an expert human musician can potentially do when en-
countering a musical style unfamiliar to them, is itself an
important challenge of high-level musical understanding.

4. AN EXAMPLE REALIZATION OF KBC

We now present an example realization of KBC. We spec-
ify Kiki and Bouba via computer programs for algorithmic
composition, which we use to create unlimited recordings
of music from Kiki and Bouba, each varying subtly in the
fine details (we discuss the practical range of this variation
further below). Our computer program is written in the
SuperCollider audio programming language [35], with Su-
perCollider used here in non-realtime mode for fast synthe-
sis of music recordings (which in this case are monophonic
digital audio files). We measure the speed of generation of
music recordings to be around 60×real-time, so that one
piece of around one minute can be created every second
by our code. With this we easily created a multi-gigabyte
dataset of ten hours, and could very easily create far more.

As Kiki and Bouba are designed here by humans, they
are not independent of “real” music, even though they are
fully specified via open source code. 3 Table 3 outlines
properties of music from Kiki and Bouba with respect to
some high and low level musical properties. This conveys
a sense of why Kiki and Bouba are well-differentiated in
musically meaningful ways. Figure 1 further attempts to
illustrate the formal structure of the two styles, again as a
demonstration of their distinctiveness. Although the musi-
cal description is not as simple as the visual manifestation
of the original shapes of “kiki” and “bouba” [18,20], it was
designed to avoid too much overlap of musical character-
istics. Each output piece is around 40-60 seconds, since

3 We make available this source code, as well as a few repre-
sentative sound examples at the accompanying webpage: http://
composerprogrammer.com/kikibouba.html.
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Figure 1. Comparative musical forms of our realization of
music from Kiki and Bouba (labeled).

the actual length of sections is itself generative. It is be-
yond the scope of this article to discuss every detail of the
code and the variability of output allowed, but this gives
some idea. To anthropomorphise and allow a little liter-
ary conceit, our realization envisages music from Kiki to
be ecstatic, chaotic and ritualistic, characterised by alter-
nating build-ups (accelerando rises) and cathartic “freak-
outs.” Our realization envisages music from Bouba as an
abstract choral funeral march, steady and affected.

4.1 An unacceptable solution

A typical approach to attempt to address an identification
task is by computing a variety of low-level and short-time
features from music recordings, modelling collections of
these by probability distributions (bags of frames), and spec-
ifying criteria for classification, such as maximum likeli-
hood. To this end, we use supervised learning to build
a single nearest neighbor classifier trained with features
computed from a dataset consisting of 250 recordings of
music from Kiki and 250 from Bouba. As features, we first
compute the number of zero crossings for 46.3 ms Hann-
windowed audio frames, overlapped 50% across the en-
tire recording. We then compute the mean and variance
of the number of zero crossings from texture windows of
129 consecutive frames. Finally, we normalize the feature
dimensions in the training dataset observations, and use
the same normalization parameters to transform input ob-
servations. Figure 2 shows a scatter plot of these training
dataset observations. To classify an input music recording
as being of music from Kiki or Bouba, we use majority
vote from the nearest neighbor classification of the first 10
consecutive texture windows.

We test the system using a stratified test dataset of 500
music recordings from Kiki or Bouba. For each input, we
compare the system output to the ground truth. Our sys-
tem produces a classification error of 0.00! It has thus suc-
cessfully labeled all observations in the test dataset with
the correct answer. However, this system is not a solu-
tion to the identification task of KBC, let alone the three
other KBC tasks, simply because it is not using high-level
criteria (content). Of course, the statistics of low-level
zero crossings across short-time frames has something to
do with content [15], but this relationship is quite far re-
moved and ambiguous. In other words, people listen to
and describe music in terms related to key, tempo and tim-
bre, but not zero crossings. Statistics of zero crossings are
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Figure 2. Scatter plot of features extracted from recordings
of music from Kiki and Bouba.

not meaningful musical information for solving any task
of KBC. That this feature contributes to the perfect figure
of merit of this system, it does not illuminate what makes
music Kiki, and what makes music Bouba.

4.2 An acceptable solution

As of the current time, we have yet to find any acceptable
solution to our realization of KBC, or any of its tasks —
which motivates this challenge. (Furthermore, as discussed
below, the goal of KBC is not “a solution” but “solving.”)
We can, however, describe aspects of solutions acceptable
for our specific realization of KBC. An acceptable solution
to the discrimination task determines that in a set of music
recordings from the music universe, there exist two differ-
ent kinds of music, which are discriminable by high-level
content, some of which are listed in Table 3, and shown in
Fig. 1. An acceptable solution to the identification task de-
termines for any given music recording whether its high-
level contents are or are not consistent with all the musi-
cal attributes of Kiki or Bouba. An acceptable solution to
the recognition task might recognize as Bouba characteris-
tics the slow plodding rhythm, wailing timbre, and homo-
phonic texture of some jazz funeral music. It might recog-
nize as Kiki characteristics the glissando siren of some rave
music, or the complex, unpredictable and ametrical rhythm
of some free improvisation. It would recognize as not char-
acteristic of either Kiki or Bouba the form of 12-bar blues.
Finally, an acceptable solution to the composition task gen-
erates music that mimics particular characteristics of music
from Kiki and Bouba.

5. DISCUSSION
In essence, KBC is a general exercise, of which we have
provided one realization. KBC simplifies MGR — and
music description in general — to the degree that many
problems typically encountered in MIR research are not
an issue, i.e., lack of data, copyright restrictions, cost and
inaccuracy of ground truth, poor problem definition, and
evaluations that lack validity with respect to meaningful
musical understanding by machine. While most research
in MGR searches for an Aristotelean categorization of real
music (or the reverse engineering of the categorization used
to create benchmark music datasets like GTZAN [30,33]),
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it sustains most of the complexity inherent to the problem
of MGR. KBC simplifies it to be Aristotelean and well-
defined. Essentially, KBC defines categories of music as
well-specified and open-source programs, which comports
with an Aristotelean conception of music genre. This al-
lows us to benefit from algorithmic composition since we
can generate from these programs any quantity of data, free
of copyright, and with a perfect ground truth and specified
classification criteria.

It can be speculated that KBC is too much of a simpli-
fication of MGR, that defining music using programs has
little “ecological validity,” and thus that a solution to KBC
will be of little use for music in the “real world.” To the
first claim, the tasks of KBC are much more complex than
reproducing ground truth labels of datasets by any means
— the implicit goal of the majority of work addressing
MGR [27, 30] — because solving the tasks requires ma-
chine listening, i.e., “intelligent, automated processing of
music” [8]. To the second claim, our realizations of music
from Kiki and Bouba actually originate in higher-level mu-
sical processes defined by humans trained and practiced
in music composition. Fundamentally, “algorithmic mu-
sic” and “non-algorithmic music” is a false dichotomy; but
this is not to say all algorithms create equally “valid” mu-
sic. One non-sensical realization of KBC is defining music
from Kiki and Bouba as 50 ms long compositions, each
consisting of a single sine, but with frequencies separated
by 1 Hz between the two categories. To the final claim, we
emphasize an important distinction between “a solution to
KBC” and “solving KBC.” We are not claiming that, e.g.,
a system that has learned to discriminate between music
from Kiki and Bouba will be useful for discriminating be-
tween “real” music using any two “real” genres. The sys-
tem (the actual finished product and black box [29]) will
likely be useless. Rather, solving KBC is the goal because
this requires developing a system that demonstrates a ca-
pacity to listen to acoustic signals in ways that consider
high level (musical) characteristics.

If one desires more complexity than KBC offers, one
can conceive of a music universe with more than two cate-
gories, and/or various mixings of “base” categories, e.g.,
giving rise to cross-genres Bouki and Kiba (the code at
our link already has the capacity to generate these hybrid
forms). However, we contend the best strategy is to first
demonstrably solve the simplest problems before tackling
ones of increased difficulty. If the components of a pro-
posed MGR system result in a system that does not solve
KBC, then why should they be expected to result in a sys-
tem that can discriminate between, or identify, or recog-
nize, or compose music using “real” genres of music from
a limited amount of data having a ground truth output by
a complex culturally negotiated system that cannot be as
unambiguously specified as Kiki and Bouba?

6. CONCLUSION

Simply described, content-based MIR research and devel-
opment aims to design and deploy artificial systems that
are useful for retrieving, using or making music content.
The enormous number of published works [6, 14, 26, 38],

not to mention the participation during the past ten years
of MIREX, 4 show many researchers are striving to build
machine listening systems that imitate the human ability to
listen to, search for, and describe music. Examples of such
research include music genre recognition, music mood recog-
nition, music retrieval by similarity, cover song identifica-
tion, and various aspects of music analysis, such as rhyth-
mic and harmonic analysis, melody extraction, and seg-
mentation. These pursuits, however, are hindered by sev-
eral serious problems: a limited amount of data, the shar-
ing of which is restricted by copyright; the problematic na-
ture of obtaining “ground truth,” and explicitly defining its
relationship to music content; and a lack of validity in the
evaluation of content-based MIR systems with respect to
the task they are supposedly addressing. We are thus left to
ask: Have the simplest problems been demonstrably solved
yet?

In this paper, we show how algorithmic music com-
position facilitates limitless amounts of data, with perfect
ground truth and no restricting copyright, thus holding ap-
preciable potential for MIR research and development We
propose the “Kiki-Bouba Challenge” (KBC) as a simpli-
fication of the problem of MGR, and produce an exam-
ple realization of it facilitated by algorithmic composition.
We do not present an acceptable solution to our realiza-
tion of KBC, but discuss aspects of such a solution. We
also illustrate an unacceptable solution, which fails to re-
veal anything relating to musical meaning even though it
still perfectly labels a test dataset. We emphasize, the goal
of KBC is not the system itself, but in solving the challenge.
Solving KBC changes the incentive of research and devel-
opment in content-based MIR from one of developing sys-
tems obtaining high figures of merit by any means, to one
of developing systems obtaining high figures of merit by
relevant means.
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